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ABSTRACT

The future urban environment may consist of mixed tra�c in which

pedestrians interact with automated vehicles (AVs). However, it

is still unclear how AVs should communicate their intentions to

pedestrians. Augmented reality (AR) technology could transform

the future of interactions between pedestrians and AVs by o�ering

targeted and individualized communication. This paper presents

nine prototypes of AR concepts for pedestrian-AV interaction that

are implemented and demonstrated in a real crossing environment.

Each concept was based on expert perspectives and designed using

theoretically-informed brainstorming sessions. Prototypes were

implemented in Unity MARS and subsequently tested on an un-

marked road using a standalone iPad Pro with LiDAR functionality.

Despite the limitations of the technology, this paper o�ers an indi-

cation of how future AR systems may support future pedestrian-AV

interactions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Future automated vehicles (AVs) have to be able to drive in com-

plex environments containing many interaction partners, including

vulnerable road users (VRUs). In recent years, the ‘control loop’, in

which the automated vehicle locates itself, perceives its surround-

ings, and decides upon the best trajectory, has changed into an

‘interaction loop’, where multiple road users cooperate through the

wireless exchange of information [57]. To close the interaction loop,

the AV may need to communicate its intentions to VRUs, who tra-

ditionally received such information explicitly from the driver and

implicitly through vehicle kinematics [31]. Current solutions are

smart infrastructure and vehicle-mounted external human-machine

interfaces (eHMIs) [7, 10, 36, 51], and see [8] for a review of 70 eHMI

concepts. However, these interfaces may be hard to read from a

distance and potentially ambiguous, especially when encounter-

ing multiple pedestrians, as it could be unclear to whom the AV is

communicating [46].

AR has already been used to support operators in many domains,

including the military [32, 55], museums [52], industry [35], and

entertainment [24]. As AR technology becomesmore context-aware

and pervasive [20], AR may bene�t pedestrians. Through AR, it

becomes possible to remove the display from the vehicle and place

it anywhere in the world. Since each pedestrian would receive

individualised communication, AR could solve the one-to-many

communication problem of eHMIs [53]. Additionally, ARmay prove

advantageous in terms of costs, as it may be cheaper to build virtual

interfaces than it would be to build their physical counterparts such

as eHMIs.

AR has already been employed in tra�c research, for example,

to provide drivers with navigation advice in the form of augmented

road signs [49] or to inform the driver about safe and unsafe slots via

green and red coloured road surfaces [63]. Previous research on AR

for VRUs has focused on handheld devices [28, 54] and AR glasses

[40] for pedestrian route guidance and navigation. Furthermore, a

‘pedestrian in the loop’ system that uses the HoloLens to augment

vehicles in the real environment for testing safety-critical situations

has been developed by Hartmann et al. [22], whereas Kamalasanan

et al. [25] conducted a HoloLens experiment to investigate the e�ect

of an AR tra�c light on pedestrian behaviour. Additionally, AR

concepts that aim to provide crossing advice to VRUs have been

presented as superimposed layers on a photo of the streetscape [23]

and as part of a VR simulation [45]. However, to date, the literature
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presents only few AR prototypes for pedestrian-AV interactions in a

real environment. Furthermore, the literature o�ers little guidance

regarding the question: how should such prototypes function and

look? This paper attempts to address this question by presenting

AR prototypes for pedestrian-AV interactions that function in a real

environment. The prototypes were designed using a theoretically

informed approach that draws upon fundamental principles and

concepts such as a�ordances [17], the �eld of safe travel [19], and

risk perception [50]. In the spirit of open science, the code behind

the AR concepts is provided as supplementary material (https://doi.

org/10.4121/14933082) to facilitate reproducibility and encourage

further development.

In this paper, we present nine AR concepts that aim to support

pedestrians that want to cross the road. The concepts were derived

by building upon interviews with human factors experts [53] and

supported by theories of perception, human factors, and spatial

computing.

2 METHODS

A four-phase process was employed to create the AR prototypes.

In Phase 1, expert perspectives were analysed to extract AR design

ideas. Phase 2 entailed identifying literature that served as theoret-

ical background and inspiration for AR design. The next phase in-

cluded an iterative design [43] brainstorming process that involved

discussions on design considerations and sketching, followed by

a heuristic evaluation. Phase 4 covered the implementation of the

sketched concepts.

2.1 Phase 1: Collection of ideas

In Tabone et al. [53], experts in human factors provided their views

on automated driving in future urban environments, eHMIs, and

the use of AR in future tra�c. For the present study, the experts’

statements were extracted from [53] and its corresponding inter-

view transcripts to identify concepts for pedestrian-AV interaction

using AR. The analysis yielded seven quotes from the experts that

could be turned into implementable concepts:

1. “It would be ideal to provide a uni�ed a�ordance of the inten-

tions of the vehicle, rather than just a visual colouring. For

example, it would be interesting to alter the perceived sur-

face of the AV to make it appear as more or less threatening,

contingent on need.” (P. A. Hancock, [53, p. 6]).

2. “Make objects stand out using subjective contours.” (Peter

A. Hancock, personal correspondence with Joost C. F. de

Winter based on Hancock [21]).

3. “The AR system should provide information related to safety.

The pedestrian could be presented with safety corridors re-

lated to which vehicles will stop for them. The advantage of

this safety corridor concept is that it is integrating informa-

tion from several vehicles. In doing so, it is clear to whom the

vehicles are communicating, in contrast to the undirected

communication of traditional eHMIs.” (Martin Baumann, [53,

p. 4]). “AR glasses may allow for hands-free navigation and

assist pedestrians with speed estimations by projecting the

AV’s trajectory.” (Neville A. Stanton, [53, p. 11]).

4. “AR should not overwhelm the user. Information should

include highlighting of hazards such as speci�c alerts that a

vehicle is approaching.” (Shuchisnigdha Deb, [53, p. 5]).

5. “Augmented 3D tra�c light in the form of a virtual fence to

stop pedestrians from crossing a vehicle lane. It would be

ideal for tram lanes as well, and simple enough for a child

to understand even in ambiguous situations when multiple

pedestrians are present.” (Riender Happee, [53, p. 7]).

6. “It would be interesting to be noti�ed not just about the AV’s

intention to stop but also about where it intends to stop.”

(Marieke Martens, [53, p. 8]).

7. “The design should ensure that users direct their attention

to the right information at the right time.” (Natasha Merat,

[53, p. 9]).

These quotes served as the foundation for designing the concepts

during the following phases.

2.2 Phase 2: Collection of relevant literature

Literature was collected to serve as a theoretical foundation for

the subsequent design phase. For each idea reported above, two

authors (Authors 1 and 5) identi�ed supported theories and related

concepts from a previously compiled literature folder containing 357

papers on eHMIs, AR, and other supports for VRUs. The selection

of papers was based on seminal works in the �eld of Human Factors

and Ergonomics.

2.3 Phase 3: Brainstorming design sessions

Brainstorming design sessions were conducted amongst the authors

(Authors 1, 2, 4, & 5). The same scenario with a vehicle approaching

from the right was envisaged for all concepts. An unmarked two-

way road in Malta was chosen as the environment on which the

AR concepts would be mapped. The car was stationary in front of

the pedestrian crossing area to allow all AR concepts to be demoed

irrespective of technical limitations.

It was agreed that two states would be created per concept,

namely, ‘vehicle is yielding’, and ‘vehicle is not yielding’. These

states would be communicated using green and red, respectively,

consistent with a study that showed these colours to be most in-

tuitive for pedestrians judging the intentions of an approaching

vehicle [2]. None of the concepts would communicate instructions,

as instructions may lead to erroneous crossing decisions [30]. More-

over, it was decided that concepts that were not augmented on the

ground would be made of translucent material not to block the

user’s view of the real world. It was agreed that each concept had

a supporting cue, such as movement or iconography, to facilitate

redundancy gain [29].

MIRO [38], an online collaborative environment, was used as a

supporting tool. The MIRO board contained an a�nity diagram and

a table with 15 design principles for human-computer interaction

[29]. Images taken from a LiDAR scan of the chosen environment

were added to the board to aid the participants.

During the brainstorm, each concept idea from Phase 1 and

corresponding literature from Phase 2 was brought forward. Design

elements (e.g., dimensions, form, iconography, animation) were

discussed at length with reference to the literature identi�ed for

the concept (see Phase 2). For each concept, virtual post-it notes
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Figure 1: Le�: The chosen unmarked crossing in Malta. Right: The captured LiDAR 3D scan on location.

representing di�erent design elements were added to the board. The

authors also used experience-based design to reach decisions. In

total, the brainstorming was spread across three separate sessions

for a total of 5 hours.

Through the design process, the seven design ideas extracted

from Tabone et al. [53] evolved into the following nine AR concepts:

(1) augmented zebra crossing, (2) planes on vehicle, (3) conspicuous

and looming planes, (4) �eld of safe travel, (5) �xed pedestrian

tra�c lights, (6) virtual fence, (7) phantom car, (8) nudge HUD, (9)

pedestrian tra�c lights HUD.

A low-�delity paper sketch was created for each concept based

on the design elements identi�ed for each concept. Finally, a heuris-

tic evaluation was carried out based on nine AR heuristics proposed

by Endsley et al. [12]. If shortcomings in the design were �agged

through the heuristic evaluation, a design modi�cation was con-

ducted to accommodate. Examples include modifying Concepts 8

and 9 so that the messages were placed at the top of the �eld of view

(FOV) rather than the middle to support the heuristic ‘�t with the

user’s perceptual abilities’. Heuristics that were approved without

modi�cation to the concepts include ‘alignment of physical and

virtual worlds’, ‘accounting for hardware capabilities’, and ‘adapta-

tion to user position and motion’, amongst others. Once all authors

were con�dent with the modi�ed sketches and heuristic checklist,

the concepts were moved to Phase 4.

2.4 Phase 4: Implementation

2.4.1 Hardware and so�ware. The implementation was carried

out using Unity 3D and its new tool for AR developers: Mixed and

Augmented Reality Studio (MARS) v.1.2, together with Apple ARKit

(v.2.1.9) and AR Foundation (v.2.1.8) libraries. A 15” MacBook Pro

(2019) with 2.3 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9 processor, 16 GB DDR4

memory, and Radeon Pro 560X 4 GBGPUwas used for development,

whereas an iPad Pro 11” (2020) was used as the target device because

of its inbuilt LiDAR. A Toyota Yaris Hybrid vehicle was used for

demonstrating the AR concepts.

A LiDAR 3D scan of the crossing and surrounding area of the

road was captured (Figure 1) using the 3dScanner app [56] on the

iPad set on a lower quality setting to reduce storage requirements.

The scan with 1.1 million vertices was exported as an OBJ �le and

imported into Blender, where texture �les extracted from the 3D

scanning software were added, and the �nal scan was exported as

an FBX �le. A Unity MARS simulation environment was created

using the FBX to test the augmented concepts in the Unity editor

before actual testing on site.

2.4.2 Implementing the AR concepts in MARS.. To anchor the con-

cepts to the real world, several Unity MARS tools were used [61].

Proxies, representing real-world objects (e.g., a �at surface, vehicle)

that the �nal application could detect, were used to de�ne regions

where augmented elements could appear. Some proxies included

semantic tags (i.e., to specify that they represent the user in the real

world or the �oor), whereas others included Conditions, Rules, and

Forces, which a�ect the behaviour of the proxies.

Our implemented app, built through Unity MARS, used the cam-

era and LiDAR of the iPad to scan the real environment, generate

planes of the world, and spawn objects if proxy conditions were

met (e.g., horizontal surface of a certain size). During the �rst visit

to the testing location, the Unity MARS companion app [62] was

used to capture the environment dimensions, image markers, and

proxy data of the crossing region and vehicle, to be used in the

implementation.

For each implementation, the objects that comprise the AR con-

cept were added as children to their Proxy object. ShowChildrenOn-

TrackingAction was applied, so that child objects were spawned,

oriented, and anchored with the proxy object once the proxy’s

conditions were met.

For concepts that were augmented on the ground (i.e., Concepts

1 and 6), the crossing region’s horizontal proxy data was used to-

gether with a number of conditions. More speci�cally, IsPlaneCon-

dition, FlatFloorCondition, and a ‘�oor’ semantic tag were added to

specify that the object to augment upon had to be a �at surface

and a �oor. An AlignmentCondition was added to align objects in a

HorizontalUp orientation, whereas a PlaneSizeCondition speci�ed

that a 1.5 m x 1.5 m �at plane had to be scanned and mapped for

augmentation to occur. To make the AR concept align with the

user, the objects augmented on the proxy were aligned to a Proxy-

ObjectReferencePerson (representing the user’s position) through a

ProxyAlignmentForce.

Image markers (i.e., doorway across the street, photo of the car)

were used for instances where a crossing region (i.e., Concepts 5

and 7) or a car (i.e., Concepts 2 and 3) had to be recognised. In these

cases, a MarkerCondition was added to the proxy, and the image

to be recognised was selected from the Marker Library imported

through the companion app. The child objects would spawn and

anchor to the real-world region that was mapped through the image

marker.

For Concept 4, a direct placement script by the Unity MARS

team [60] was used so that an object could be spawned and mapped

to any surface found by raycasting. Lastly, concepts with a HUD
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Figure 2: Concept 1. Le�: non-yielding state with an ‘X’ placed on top of the augmented zebra crossing. Right: yielding state

with two green bars �anking the zebra crossing.

(Concepts 8 and 9) used the traditional Unity UI work�ow in a

Unity MARS session.

2.4.3 Creating the final application and testing on-site. For each

concept, a plane or point cloud visualisers were added to o�er visual

feedback to the user that the system was detecting the environment

during operation. The shifting from the yielding to the non-yielding

state was performed manually via a tap on the iPad screen.

During each iteration, the prototype was built as an iOS app onto

the iPad and tested at the chosen location until its performance

concerning the mapping of the visual elements to the real world was

satisfactory. A single app comprising all implemented concepts and

a menu was exported and executed on-site. The prototypes were

recorded using the in-built iOS screen capture. These recordings,

together with an additional number of demos involving a moving

car, which yielded or maintained speed, were compiled into a single

video, which is available as supplementary material. In addition, the

material includes a photograph detailing how the iPad was used.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Concept 1: Augmented zebra crossing

Concepts 1 and 2 were derived from the �rst quote in Phase 1.

For Concept 1, the part on “providing a uni�ed a�ordance rather

than just a visual colouring” was taken into account for the road.

Hence, for Concept 1, we decided to change the surface and colour

of the road (Figure 2). Similar non-augmented concepts have used

LEDs embedded in the road to display crossings on-demand [59].

In the same vein, Eriksson et al. [13] presented an in-vehicle aug-

mented HMI that showed a red demarcation or green carpet on the

motorway depending on whether it was unsafe or safe to change

lanes.

Our prototype for Concept 1 in a non-yielding state consists of a

zebra crossingwith a red cross overlaid on top. For the yielding state,

the red cross is replaced by two rectangular green bars that �ank

the zebra crossing on either vertical side. These display elements

were inspired by a previously published implementation of a smart

road [33]. A zebra crossing with additional elements was preferred

over an entire green/red surface with overlaid arrows because the

latter may o�er an instructive suggestion to cross.

3.2 Concept 2: Planes on vehicle

This AR concept entailed a change of the vehicle surface (Figure

3). We added a plane that would appear at the top front part of

the vehicle. While vehicle kinematics combined with such an AR

concept may already o�er a rich cue, there is still the issue that a

red car may be perceived as yielding (rather than the green car)

[2, 30]. Therefore, redundancy gain was employed [65] by superim-

posing standard icons representing yielding (walking human �gure)

and non-yielding (hand palm) on the windshield, considering that

pedestrians are likely to focus their visual attention on that region

[9, 66].

In our prototype and supplementary video, the non-yielding red

plane is spawned as soon as the image marker condition for the

vehicle is satis�ed (that is, the vehicle used for the image marker is

detected).

3.3 Concept 3: Conspicuous looming planes

For the third AR concept, which is based on the second quote

from Phase 1, the theories of looming and conspicuity [21] were

drawn upon. In the study of perception, looming concerns the

human response to the rapid approach of a solid body [50]. Through

looming, it is possible to communicate threat and distinguish an

approaching object from one that is stationary or receding [6, 18].

Conspicuity is de�ned as “something that is obvious to the eye

or mind, or something that is striking and attracts attention” [37].

Using these principles, Concept 2 was modi�ed so that the red plane

(non-yielding) grows in size as it approaches the user and �lls the

entire FOV by the end, while conversely, the green plane (yielding)

shrinks as the vehicle approaches. Hence, threat is mapped to the

size of the plane as the vehicle approaches the crossing. In the

supplementary video, the camera moves towards the vehicle as

the planes grow or shrink, dependent on the state, to simulate the

vehicle approaching.

3.4 Concept 4: Field of safe travel

The point of departure for this AR concept (Figure 4) was a ‘safety

corridor’ presented to the pedestrian, as mentioned in the third

quote from Phase 1. Gibson’s �eld of safe travel [19] was the theory

behind this concept. The �eld at any given moment represents the

paths that a car may take unimpeded, and it would look like a “sort

of tongue protruding forward along the road” [19, 27]. The concept

relates to the theory of a�ordances [17] since the shape of the �eld

is not based on arbitrary rules but re�ects physical laws. In simpler

terms, the projected �eld indicates where a vehicle may be in a

given amount of time. Hence, if a person enters a red zone, they

risk being hit by the vehicle. For the non-yielding state, the red
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Figure 3: Concept 2. Le�: non-yielding state with the red plane and hand icon augmented on the vehicle. Right: yielding state

with the green plane and crossing �gure icon augmented on the vehicle.

Figure 4: Concept 4. Le�: non-yielding state with the red �eld of safe travel extending over the crossing area. Right: yielding

state with the green �eld of travel shortened and truncating before the crossing area.

Figure 5: Concept 5. Le�: non-yielding state with red pedestrian icon. Right: yielding state with green pedestrian icon.

�eld extends beyond the crossing point, whereas for the yielding

state, the �eld switches to green, widens, and terminates prior to

the point of crossing to emphasize the vehicle will not cross beyond

this point.

In our approach, the �eld is represented as a �at plane emerging

from the front of the vehicle. If the prototype was to be fully imple-

mented, the plane’s length would be proportional to the vehicle’s

speed. However, to demonstrate both states using the prototype for

the supplementary video, the length of the plane was hardcoded.

Hesenius et al. [23] presented a similar concept of Safe Zones for

pedestrians, highlighting regions on the road. Areas marked in

green denoted zones that could be safely traversed; conversely, ar-

eas marked in red denoted potentially dangerous areas to navigate.

3.5 Concept 5: Fixed pedestrian tra�c lights

For this AR concept (Figure 5), based on the fourth quote in Phase 1,

the familiar concept of binary pedestrian tra�c lights was chosen.

These lights would pop up on the other side of the crossing area to

alert the pedestrian whether a vehicle is approaching and intending

to yield. As an additional cue to the red and green tra�c light

beams used for the non-yielding and yielding states, icons of a

static and walking human �gure are superimposed, respectively.

Moreover, since this pedestrian tra�c light is a replica of its real-

world counterpart, it is attached to the ground to comply with the

user’s mental model.

For the implementation, the 3D model of the lights was set as

a child of the crossing image marker proxy. Once the iPad was
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Figure 6: Concept 6. Le�: non-yielding state with the closed red gate ‘blocking’ the pedestrian. Right: yielding state, where the

gate is green and opened.

pointed towards the doorway across the road, the tra�c lights

model was augmented on the pavement.

3.6 Concept 6: Virtual fence

Concept 6 was to “augment a 3D tra�c light in the form of a

virtual fence”, as stated in the �fth quote from Phase 1. Discussions

commenced with the idea of having a fence preventing pedestrians

from entering the road. However, concerns arose that the fence

could invite the pedestrian to walk around it, which is undesirable.

Therefore, the fence concept was operationalized in the form of a

tunnel (Figure 6).

The tunnel is created using semi-translucent green walls on

either side of the crossing area, high enough to enclose a person

with an average height. A zebra crossing is displayed on the tunnel’s

�oor to o�er redundancy gain, while a semi-translucent red gate

of the same height blocks the pedestrian’s path to the other side

of the road in the non-yielding state. The sides of the tunnel are

green to indicate that cars could cross through that side of the

tunnel. The gate’s colour switches to green for the yielding state,

and an animation of the gate swinging open plays out. For the

implementation, the proxies and zebra crossing used in Concept 1

were built upon.

The ‘tunnels in the sky’ [41, 58] AR/HUD concept from the do-

main of aviation was a source of inspiration for the design. Further-

more, a ‘safe corridor’ augmented in-vehicle HMI, which communi-

cates to the driver whether an area on the road should be avoided

(if red) or safely steered into (green) [34], served as an additional

source of inspiration. It has similarities to the on-the-road carpet

HMI consulted for Concept 1 [13]. These carpet metaphors inspired

the addition of a zebra crossing placed on the ground between the

walls.

3.7 Concept 7: Phantom car

In this case, in addition to the vehicle’s intention to yield, the con-

cept communicates its intended stopping location (Figure 7). A

previously published concept called ‘Vehicle Intents’ [23] high-

lighted the vehicle’s path with an arrow and added stopping lines

to communicate where the vehicle would stop if the pedestrian was

to cross. The idea was further developed to include an augmented

representation of a hatchback car, similar to what could be seen as

part of a ghost replay system in a racing computer game or Tesla’s

shadow mode [14].

Hence, the phantom car concept was created. A semi-translucent

vehicle, which switches between green and red depending on the

scenario, is augmented. The phantom car moves in front of the real

vehicle to indicate where the vehicle would be after a particular

time (e.g., 2 seconds into the future). In the yielding scenario, as the

real vehicle slows down, the distance between itself and the green

phantom car will shrink until the real vehicle has fully entered the

phantom car. In the non-yielding scenario, the red phantom car

will communicate its intent by moving in front of the actual vehicle

at a constant distance.

In the prototype and supplementary video, the non-yielding

red phantom car was augmented on the crossing to simulate that

the vehicle intends to move beyond the stopping area; hence, it is

unsafe to cross. In the yielding scenario, the green phantom car

was augmented next to the stationary real vehicle to simulate the

moment before the real vehicle had fully entered the area occupied

by the phantom car.

3.8 Concept 8: Nudge HUD

Distracted pedestrians are the cause of many accidents [1, 42]. An

interface that assists the pedestrian with looking towards the right

direction may therefore be bene�cial. This concept addresses a

di�erent challenge from the previous concepts, as the latter assume

that the pedestrian is looking at the AR display anchored to the

environment. In Concept 8, a HUD that follows the pedestrian’s

FOV regardless of where they are looking, was created (Figure 8).

The HUD was drawn in a billboard style where text in sans serif

typeface Arial was placed on a background plane of a di�erent

colour to o�er good performance in terms of readability [3, 16, 47].

For the non-yielding state, the text is “DANGER! VEHICLE IS AP-

PROACHING”, which changes to “SAFE TO CROSS” in the yielding

state [15]. The messages use non-instructing language since there

are dangers of misinterpretation in providing explicit advice [30].

Icons were added to the left of the text and switched between an

outstretched hand and a walking human �gure, respectively.

The HUD was display-locked so that it stayed in the same po-

sition on the display, which would be analogous to head-locked

positioning on a head-mounted display such as AR glasses. This

placement decision was based on empirical research recommending
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Figure 7: Concept 7. Le�: non-yielding state with the red phantom car blocking the crossing area. Right: yielding state with

the real car entering the green phantom car.

Figure 8: Concept 8. Le�: the non-yielding state with the red HUD showing the hand icon and corresponding text message.

Right: the yielding state with the green HUD, walking pedestrian icon, and corresponding text message.

Figure 9: Concept 9. Le�: non-yielding state with the red pedestrian icon. Right: yielding state with the green pedestrian icon.

head-locked text placement if the real-world task involves perma-

nent visual monitoring in the central or near-peripheral visual �eld

[26], which in our case would be monitoring of the vehicle. More-

over, the HUD was placed in the centre top section of the FOV since

it is recommended to place text in top positions in complex envi-

ronments that require constant monitoring [26]. Top positioning

would also leave the bottom part of the FOV not occluded so that

the pedestrian could still see where they are walking.

3.9 Concept 9: Pedestrian tra�c lights HUD

For this concept, the pedestrian tra�c light model used for Concept

5 is displayed as a HUD that follows the user’s FOV (Figure 9). The

model was modi�ed to remove the pole that attaches the tra�c light

to the ground to create a ‘detached’ interface element. Moreover, the

same interface placement location used for Concept 8 was adopted,

with the di�erence that instead of using UI elements, the 3D tra�c

light model was made a child of the main camera to follow the FOV.

4 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this paper, nine AR concepts that aim to support pedestrians

in making crossing decisions when encountering future tra�c in

an urban environment were presented as implemented prototypes.

Expert perspectives [53] were analysed to extract AR concept ideas.

Subsequently, a literature analysis was performed to identify similar

approaches and theories that aided in transforming the idea into

a prototype. Following this phase, brainstorming design sessions

were conducted, resulting in nine designs in the form of sketches

on paper. Underlying these ideas were theories of a�ordances [17],
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Table 1: Sensor requirements for the concepts.

Concept Road position Vehicle intent Vehicle position Vehicle speed

(1) Augmented zebra crossing X X

(2) Planes on vehicle X X

(3) Conspicuous looming planes X X X

(4) Field of safe travel X X X X

(5) Fixed pedestrian tra�c lights X X

(6) Virtual fence X X

(7) Phantom car X X X

(8) Nudge HUD X

(9) Pedestrian tra�c lights HUD X

multimodal communication [5], looming and conspicuity [21, 50],

and AR research in aerospace [41, 58]. Finally, implementation was

conducted using Unity MARS, a new tool for AR developers, and

the AR concepts were tested and �lmed at an uncontrolled crossing.

During the brainstorming process and based on the literature

consulted, it was decided that colour alone was ‘not enough’ and

that redundancy gain had to be employed [65]. Therefore, icons

were added. In the same vein, the mere presence of a zebra crossing

does not guarantee safety in the real world. With the addition of

the red cross and the green bars, the interface communicated that it

was unsafe or safe to cross at that moment. Moreover, based on the

literature, it was decided that messages should not be instructive

[30]. Hence, the concepts were made comparable in the sense that

none instructed pedestrians but rather gave the suggestion that it

is safe or unsafe to cross.

Occlusion [39, 67] was a di�cult factor to handle, which is why

this was discussed in detail during the brainstorming session and

the subsequent heuristic evaluation. The occlusion issue [44] was

experienced �rst-hand, where the gate and walls of the virtual fence

(Concept 6) had to be semi-translucent so that the vehicle could

be seen. The same principle was applied to the other concepts that

were not augmented on the road surface.

4.1 Limitations and future work

Several assumptions were made, and the presented concepts should

not be viewed as fully �nished AR interfaces that VRUs can already

use. The implemented concepts and videos take only one vehicle

into account. Furthermore, although most of the prototypes were

augmented using Unity MARS functionalities such as Proxies, Con-

ditions, and Forces, for all concepts, the state change for vehicle

intent (i.e., yielding, non-yielding) was manually triggered using

a tap on the iPad. In real-life applications, the path planner of the

AV, connected to its CAN bus, could send out a wireless signal to

the VRU’s AR system when the AV-VRU distance or time-to-arrival

drops below a threshold value.

Concepts such as 8 and 9 were easy to implement as little context

is needed for these to operate. However, because of the nascent

status of the technology used, various workarounds were imple-

mented for concepts that required knowledge of the position of

the approaching vehicle (Concepts 2, 3, 4, 7) and its speed (Con-

cepts 3, 4, and 7). These workarounds included having the real

vehicle remaining static since moving real-world objects are not

yet supported by the libraries used. While the road position was

handled by Unity MARS through the camera and LiDAR, vehi-

cle position was hardcoded, or image markers were relied upon.

Moreover, the dimensions of the zebra crossing and tunnel for

Concepts 1 and 6 were set manually, based on the 3D LiDAR scan

model of the environment. For Concept 3, vehicle position readouts

from LiDAR raycasts were tried to map the looming plane’s size

with AV-pedestrian distance. However, the desired precision was

not attained, and hence an animator script was used to resize the

planes. Future improvements could be accomplished through edge

computer vision methods to detect the distance and speeds of ap-

proaching road users. Alternatively, IoT communication could be

used, where AVs transmit their yielding intent, position, and speed

wirelessly to the VRU, as pointed out above.

Although the current implementation was done on an iPad Pro

(to make use of its LiDAR), the concepts could be readily exported

to the head-mounted displays currently supported by Unity and

Unity MARS. In that case, sensor requirements would need to be

met, and issues such as outdoor luminance levels that may hinder

perception [11], ocular vergence-accommodation con�icts [48, 64]

and latency issues leading to visually induced motion sickness [4]

have to be considered. Sensor requirements vary between concepts

according to complexity, as shown in Table 1.

In the future, user studies are needed to identify which concepts

are best accepted, how the concepts would function on AR glasses

in the urban environment, and what triggers should be used to

change between yielding and non-yielding states. The intuitiveness

of the mappings used, such as the intuitiveness of the looming

cues in Concept 3 and the red vs. green colours used for the tunnel

walls in Concept 6, needs to be investigated as well. Furthermore,

it would be important to include provisions for VRUs with visual

impairments, for example, by adding tactile or auditory signals.

Finally, it would be worthwhile to explore how to integrate the AR

concepts with other communication modalities for VRUs, such as

eHMIs and smart infrastructure.

5 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper presents an outlook on future AV-VRU

communication through AR in the form of prototypes. This paper

presents nine such concepts designed using theory, expert opinion,
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literature, brainstorm, and implementation in Unity. In the spirit

of open science, the code is provided as supplementary material to

encourage further development.
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